INSTITUTIONAL SEGREGATION REVIEW

PURPOSE: Add the psychologist/psychological associate to the Institutional Segregation Review Board (ISRB).

CHANGES TO BE MADE:

Reference: Action Required:


Section III. C. Change paragraph to read “Institutional Segregation Review Board (ISRB): A multi-professional board comprised of the Warden, Classification Supervisor, Chaplain, and ADOC Psychologist / Psychologist Associate for the purpose of reviewing the status of inmates assigned to segregation.”

Section V. A. 2 Change paragraph to read “Consists of four (4) members:

a. A Warden, or designee, or in their absence, an alternate, normally a Captain is required at the ISRB.

b. A Classification Supervisor, or in their absence, a Classification Specialist, Classification Analyst is required at the ISRB.

c. A Chaplain, or in their absence, an alternate, normally a Volunteer Chaplain at those institutions where a
Chaplain is assigned is recommended at the ISRB.

d. A Psychologist, or in their absence, an alternate, normally a Psychological Assistant is recommended at the ISRB.

File this numbered change at the back of the regulation after annotating both the index and the regulation to indicate changes have been completed. Advise all personnel in your organization of the change to this regulation.

Richard F. Allen, Commissioner